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Citadines Trafalgar Square
18/21 Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5EA, United Kingdom

Set in the heart of London in the City of Westminster, the Citadines Trafalgar Square apart hotel is in a really wonderful location. A stone’s throw from
Trafalgar Square, the serviced apartments are on the doorstep of The National Gallery, the River Thames and many of London’s ﬁnest theatres. Both
Charing Cross and Embankment tube stations are within walking distance and can be reached on foot in under 4 minutes.
The Citadines Trafalgar Square aparthotel houses 187 stylish serviced apartments ranging from studios sleeping 1 or 2 people, one bedroom
apartments sleeping up to 4 and two bedroom apartments sleeping up to 6. All of the accommodation is ideal for both leisure, holiday or corporate
travellers and is complete with fully equipped contemporary kitchen, en suite bathroom and modern furnishings having been refurbished in 2012.
A wonderful Westminster home from home, the apartments are equipped with microwave, cooker, fridge and dishwasher. Furthermore, all of the
apartments include air conditioning / heating, high speed internet access and ﬂat screen television with selected satellite channels as standard.
Citadines properties also offer additional chargeable services for guests convenience, including delivery shopping service, dry cleaning and breakfast.

Reserve this apartment!

Apartment Facilies
- Stove, microwave/grill, fridge, dishwasher
- TV with satellite channels
- Hi Speed internet access
- Air-conditioning
- Hair dryer
- Hi Fi System
- Safety deposit box
- Light daily service (full service twice per week)
- 14 reduced mobility apartments
General Facilies
- 24 Hour Reception
- WiFi Zone
- Business Corner
- Luggage Room
- Lifts
Chargeable Facilies
- Launderette
- Car Park (reserve in advance)
- Breakfast room
- Shoe polishing service
- Mail photocopying and fax service
- Phone box in entrance
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